SLO Assessment Meeting
Sara, Mark, Beth
February 16, 2012

Fall 2011
Dance 105A and B Kelly Alvarez
 If you have no recommendations for your SLOs, please state “no recommendation”
 Please forward budget recommendations to your Dean.
 Great job
PDF 100C Rexanne Ring
 Were you satisfied with the outcome of this SLO? Did students perform at the level that
you expected? Do you have any recommendations for the future to improve student
learning for this outcome? Do you think there is anything you can improve upon with
your teaching that would improve student success? If not, what worked well? Any
recommendations for the future? Have you implemented any recommendations from
past assessments? Anything else you would like to add?
 Please individually assess each SLO answering the questions above.
 Please forward any budget recommendations to your Dean.
PEF 101 C Rexanne Ring
 Good recommended strategies to help students
 Please keep focusing on the suggestions above (for PDF 100C)
 Forward budget recommendations to your Dean.
PEF 101 H Rexanne Ring
 Good job with recommended strategies!
 Are you happy with the results of your assessments?
 Forward budget recommendations to your Dean.
PEH Walter, Rexanne, Tim
For Fall 2011 we have: PEF 101 H, PEF 100 C, PEF 101 C
There were nine assessments due for Fall 2011, we have three.
The nine due were: PED 146 SA, PED 146E, PED 146D, PED 146C, PED 146 B, PED 146A, PED 145
SC, PED 145SB, PED 145SA
For Winter 2012, you have two assessments on your schedule
Please send me your updated assessment schedule as soon as changes are made. Thank you!

PSY 106 Rexanne Ring
 You may want to consider assessing some of the SLOs toward the end of the quarter
which you stated are difficult to assess early in the quarter.
 Please focus on student learning.
 Thank you.
Philosophy 101 Provost
 Please forward budget recommendations to your Dean, Kurt Green
 Good narrative.
 Please state for each individual SLO any recommendations for improving student
learning in the future.
 Well done!
Physics 104
Cathy Cox
 Great job!
 You are on track with your assessment schedule. As a reminder, Physics 105 is due for
Winter. Thank you!
PSY – Great job keeping up with and updating your assessment schedule! As a reminder there
are five due for winter.
PSY 107
St. James
 Looks good
 Nice assessment
 If this class was assessed by you in the past, were any recommendations implemented
into your teaching? How did this go?
PSY 101
St. James
 Looks good, great job
 Focus on how your instruction can improve student learning.
PSY/ECE 102 Olsen
 Really good explanation of the assessment
 What are your recommendations for the future?
 Focus on how your instruction can improve student learning
 Do you have any budget recommendations? If not, please state, if yes, please forward
to your Department Chair.
 Good job, thank you.

PSY 202
Marinelli
 Great job 



Were you satisfied with the outcome of this SLO? Did students perform at the level that
you expected? Do you have any recommendations for the future to improve student
learning for this outcome? Do you think there is anything you can improve upon with
your teaching that would improve student success? If not, what worked well? Any
recommendations for the future? Have you implemented any recommendations from
past assessments? Anything else you would like to add?

RES 160 Givhan
 Please forward budget recommendations to Jamie Rhone
 Perfect – great job!

SNL 101
Johnston
 Great job
 Great assessment
 Thank you for your initiative in taking care of your budget recommendation 

SNL 103
Johnston
 Sara says we will purchase it when it comes out
 Great job, your assessments are excellent

SPA 101
Alper
 Nice job
 Good recommendations for the future
 If this class was assessed by you in the past, were any recommendations implemented
into your teaching? How did this go?

SPA 141
Goldberg
 Please state your budget recommendations. If you don’t have any please state.
 If this class was assessed by you in the past, were any recommendations implemented
into your teaching? How did this go?
SPA 142
Newbold
 Great job



If this class was assessed by you in the past, were any recommendations implemented
into your teaching? How did this go?

SPA 102
Barclay
 Great job

SPE 101
Hamilton
 Good job
 Nice narrative
 Please forward budget recommendations to your Dean
 Bravo!

SPE 102
Marteney
 Excellent assessment
 If this class was assessed by you in the past, were any recommendations implemented
into your teaching? How did this go?

WLD 100
Feist
 Focus on student learning and how your instruction can improve student learning.
 Please state if you have any budget recommendations – if not just say “N/A”

WLD 104
Mulvihill
 Please forward budget recommendation to your coordinator
 Great job
Sara use this one as a good example

WLD 107B
Bitner
 Good job
 Please forward your budget recommendations to your coordinator.
 Please include a cost estimate for your budget recommendations

WLD 116
Hatchett
 Great assessment, thank you

Sara – email blurb to all “here are some helpful suggestions when assessing your SLOs”
Gift certificates (bookstore, coffee cart) for adjuncts (or full-timers) who are doing a great job
on their SLOs.

LTCC.tracdat.com

